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1-1-’15 
Touch 

 
There is the expression: ‘to be touched by something’. Mostly we have a positive 

association with this being touched. But what do you mean: ‘to be touched’…? Does it mean 
that in other moments you are not touched? Do you mean that you live as a zombie for the 
greater part of the day, of your life – and only in a few instances something manages to touch 
you? For the rest you are stuck, closed, and only sometimes there’s a little opening? Only 
now and then some ‘Life’ comes back and is so generous to meet you? 

Well, this is sad. Not to be tough, and not to kick you, but just as a matter of fact: ‘I’ 
am touched all the time. Here, there is no ‘me’ standing in the way of being Touched. For me 
life is one big long Touch, no matter the many forms this takes. ‘My’ Heart is one big 
vulnerable Space, one limitless open wound. How can I not be touched? All the time there is 
activity in the Heart, Life is constantly bubbling, murmuring, stinging, screaming, whispering, 
singing, crying, communicating, whatever form it takes. 

It is just like with intimacy – which is something that is, of course, closely related to 
(if not, in fact, the Same as) ‘touch’ and ‘being touched’. For me ‘intimacy’ doesn’t exist as 
something that stands apart, as something different from Life Itself. It doesn’t exist as an 
‘activity’ or an allowing of something that can happen in a certain situation, context or mood. 
‘Intimacy’ is always there, every second. There is nothing more intimate than Life Itself. 
There is no special person in my life with whom suddenly ‘intimacy’ can be triggered to rise 
from out of the (for people usually hidden) depths of love. Anyone who can allow Life, will 
Feel Intimate with ‘me’ in ‘my’ Presence. When I become sexually ‘intimate’ with a woman, 
nothing changes in me. Nothing. Exactly the same Intimacy is there before, after and during 
making love, or during whatever ‘official’ form of intimacy that takes place. When 
separation, its supposed opposite, manifests – which is unavoidable on this earthly plane of 
‘form’ – this is wholly Intimate for me, albeit not in a pleasant way in this case. As far as I am 
concerned, it is about Consciously Living Life, Being Present as Life – not about the, 
uncontrollable, changes and choosing our favourite changes, our favourite forms. 

 
Coming ‘back’ to ‘touch’, I’m serious when I ask you as my teacher: what is it, ‘being 

touched’? 
Or the other way round: how is it, not being touched? 
Are people closer to a stone than to an open vibrating Heart? Is this the state of 

humanity? That we can feel thankful when a composer or other artist or anyone still manages 
to touch us? For immediately behind this formulation – ‘still manages to touch us’ – lies, of 
course, the truth indissolubly connected to it: ‘touch us’ through and despite the wall, be it an 
iron wall or whatever substance. Indeed, nowadays there is, more than before, a run on 
authenticity, on ‘touch’, on still feeling (at least) something. Television is constantly trying to 
be creative regarding how to still touch people, read: reach people. It likes to bring live 
emotions, emotions as a sign of life that seems to be increasingly under pressure of becoming 
extinguished, life in a perceivable form, directly felt, felt as such. 
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Where do we go as humanity, if we ‘need to’ be touched? Or is it, indeed, just another 
sign of the contemporary rampant Ego: wanting to experience everything, not only to have 
everything? Is it just an extension of the field of activity, of the domain of Ego, that wants to 
have the feeling that it has lived before it dies? 

Ego, however, is the blockade to life, the blockade to experiencing life directly, to 
being Touched, Touched all the time. To be Touched means being in relationship with your 
environment, in the most extreme case so much or so deep that there is only environment left, 
no you – even though, in this state of only ‘Environment’, the (seemingly individual) 
Consciousness still goes on, the Consciousness that seems to be different from other ‘forms’ 
of Consciousness as it manifests in other Bodies. 

Of course, Ego doesn’t like such a situation at all. It blocks life, so it can ‘enjoy’ – or 
suffer – a sense of self. The stronger the self, the more blocked off from life, the stronger the 
urge will be to still, in spite of that, be Touched. This is normal in the unavoidable Duality of 
Life. If you go further and further towards one side or in one direction, the other side becomes 
more attractive, the Pull to the other side becomes stronger, despite the fact that most people 
are great repressors of these Natural Forces and Directions and usually choose one side, the 
one Ego prefers. 

I am Touched by people’s need to be touched. It shows people’s stuck-ness that I can 
not but Feel in my own Body. I, this Body, have always had a strong sense of it. Golden rules 
don’t exist but in principle one can say that the more ‘Freedom’ manifests in a Body, the 
more and better one can and will feel stuck-ness. As long as there is contact with ‘Freedom’, 
stuck-ness will be perceived – as the other side. If one doesn’t feel contraction, cramp, stuck-
ness any more, this is not a good sign, to say the least. How far gone must you be then, how 
utterly stuck if you can’t even feel contraction any more, the natural dual movements of 
becoming contracted and expanded again, like ebb and flow?1 A stone doesn’t feel its own 
contraction into form either. 

Anyway, the longing or need to be touched is a natural counter-movement coming 
into existence as a response to becoming stoned, robotized. It is a desperate scream of life, life 
that feels increasingly suffocated. Life wants to Breathe through you and it cannot or can but 
only very difficultly. It wants to be released, and it says: touch me, give me some space at 
least, so that I can make it without breath until the next ‘touch’. Please keep looking for 
moments of touch, or else I’ll die completely, without you knowing this. I’ll die completely 
while you are officially still alive, because science says so: science has proven, measured that 
there is still a pulse, the official heart is still beating, so no worries, you are alive. But ‘Life 
itself’ doesn’t believe in science, in scientists as the masters of the parts. For science Direct 
Experience nor Consciousness exists. For science ‘touch’ is real only when it has been proven 
that people who touch or are being touched significantly more than other people of an 

                                                
1 In case one’s manifestation into the Earthly Plane has not really started yet, it is possible to (still) 

feel a sense of Freedom without feeling the stuck-ness I’m talking about here. But, if and as soon 
as this sense of Freedom has the Impulse to Manifest Itself in the world of Form, the stuck-ness 
will be perceived. 
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otherwise comparable group live significantly longer (or shorter) than people with a lower 
touch rate. Science is dead and wants to prove life – and it cannot. But the master deluder is 
popular. For so many have lost contact with Life, with Constant Touch. And if they can’t Feel 
it any more, then at least we can look at it, think about it, discuss, argue about it, construct 
theories about it. 

I’m sorry if this little Hearticle won’t touch you, or only faintly somewhere in the 
distance. Perhaps having a fight with your beloved wherein you can wholly give yourself 
works better. Then you might be able to cry afterwards about the seeming impossibility of 
really reaching the other one, about how distant and stuck we apparently are, about the Wall 
closing us all in and we would like to stand up against it but we don’t know how or where to 
begin. 

Nevertheless, let’s have a closer look at where ‘Touch’ is ‘located’. Usually, albeit not 
consciously, by being touched we mean that something is touched in the higher, subtler 
Spheres of Existence, in one of the Spheres from the 4th to 7th realms of Life – or, if you 
please, somewhere in the 4th, 5th, 6th or 7th chakra, if we talk about locating it on a Bodily-
Energetic Level. We mean that we are touched by something Beyond ourselves – or 
Something Beyond ourselves is Touched. We associate the lower chakras or Spheres of Life 
with our ‘self’ and we are, briefly, taken beyond our ‘self’. 

Although on the face of it it seems to be so, it is not really True that the higher 
Spheres are, contrary to the first three, of a selfless character. Rather, the existence and 
involvement of ‘self’ has to do with one’s unconscious choice of and un-transcended 
preference for one side of Duality on whichever Plane of Existence. Also choosing the 
seemingly selfless is still self-based. 

Yet, we can be so strongly motivated or urged to escape and go beyond the first three, 
heavy, dense and most earthly Planes – and to explore the easier, subtler, more hidden, higher 
Planes – that ‘Touch’ is more easily recognized as such when it happens in the seemingly 
selfless higher Planes of Existence. But, listening to a repetitive and loud drum beat in some 
piece of music also involves being touched, although this touch happens in the lower 
chakra(s) and is not recognized as ‘touch’, or less easily so. One might not be so eager to 
acknowledge one’s attachment to the lower Spheres in which such a repetitive loud drum beat 
is experienced as pleasant – if not deafening, and deafening can be ‘pleasant’ in the negative 
sense of avoiding feeling pain or discomfort in a ‘too’ conscious way. 

Ultimately, however, True Touch is always, Inherently, related to (and ‘Done’ by) the 
Heart, the Only ‘Thing’ that is Truly Beyond ourselves, Beyond any possible Plane of 
Existence where the ‘self’ can still make a difference, where it can still choose. If you have 
only or mainly known or experienced the usual lower Spheres of Existence and then suddenly 
something of another, higher Sphere breaks or shines through, this is, in itself, touching. But 
this is not necessarily (and, usually, it is not) the same as Being Touched Directly by the 
Heart of Life Itself. It is not yet the Constant Touch that was mentioned earlier. Nonetheless, 
it can be part of the Opening for the Heart Itself – well, at least if the touch is not merely or 
mainly part of an escape, used as a sop or considered something interesting but rather is part 
of the Selfless Exploration of the Whole range of Human Life. 
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So far, and not to be disregarded, I showed especially one side of the coin: the longing 

or need to be touched, to open (a bit) for something from our Environment (in the broadest 
sense of the word), something that can reach our Heart despite the wall we experience, 
something from outside that, despite its exteriority, seems to be (part of) and is Intuitively 
Recognized as ‘Me’. Almost needless to say: this situation of needing to be touched by 
anything (even remotely) related to Heart is as it is because the other side is usually stronger: 
the tendency to not want to be touched, to not be bothered by Life, Life itself in all its 
unpredictability, the tendency to not be Open but just be safe – and then die. If you, in your 
urge and search to be touched, forget to meditate and also See this, fundamental, side of the 
coin, then you miss Life anyway, whether there are moments of touch or not. 

How can you anyway live for moments? How do you manage? When ultimately You 
Are Life Itself (which is so) – and even though this Life includes both life and death – how 
can you take and submit to any less than That, than Life Itself, Life as a constant Presence, 
not being with you but as You? How can we, seemingly, settle into something that we are not, 
into lack of Life? And I’m not talking here about lack of Energy, as Ego will be immediately 
triggered by and long for: more energy, more, more… Life is not about ‘more’ in any sense. 
But about Depth. 

The truth is that we cannot. We cannot settle down in ‘the lack of Life’ and relax and 
make it until the end. All the time there is this feeling of discomfort, of ‘when does Life 
finally start, now that I have officially grown up’? So indeed, there is all the time the natural 
urge to be touched – by Something Beyond the normal disjointed life, Something That I call 
the Heart Itself – to be Taken Back into Life Itself, to Be Taken by the Whole, instead of 
looking – as a person, mind and body disconnected – at what sometimes seems to be ‘the 
whole show’. There is the urge to Participate, to be Part of, instead of being a tourist and 
seeing how life, again or still, is slipping through your fingers while there seems to be so little 
or nothing you can do about it. 

Once, perhaps, if you are totally Fed up – and I mean Fed up – you quit the urge to be 
‘touched’, to be a beggar for a penny of Life and You Become Touch Yourself, You 
Surrender the whole damned thing into the Heart, You stop Pondering somehow, weighing 
balances, and Let the Heart Take You over completely. Your whole Body becomes a sacrifice 
into the Heart. You’ve said goodbye to the mind and Ego, to these old friends who seemed to 
have given you so much safety and so little real Inner Joy, and You live as Body as Life. And 
You are incessantly Touched and all the time You Touch and Touch has become synonymous 
with Life Itself. And You wonder how could You ever have not been touched or even have 
looked for ‘Touch’ at all. Touch is so Obvious. 

And then, as this Touch, You Know what Pain is – and You Understand why the 
Sacrifice into Life That the Heart Is didn’t happen earlier and why it happens to so few 
people. The Ego defined the Deeper Touch of Life as something valuable, attractive, warm 
maybe, but it hid the fact that the Heart cannot Come without Pain, a lot of Pain. Who, who 
Wants to be Touched…? 
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Perhaps. Perhaps there will be a radical ‘Fedup-ness’, being Fed Up with a state of no-
Pain or half-Pain or Pain in the mist and there is Surrender, complete Surrender and all the 
Pain – the Pain that has been waiting for so long – becomes Obvious; it’s shining in the Full 
Light, bright as a Beautiful Heart, the Heart that, next to all the Pain it Shows, is the only One 
That Provides Real Inner Joy. 

Probably not, however. Life Decides this, not You. And Life includes Anti-Life, 
whether you like it or not. You are just a particle, a slave of the Forces of Life and Anti-Life 
constantly fighting. There will be no winner. That much is certain. You’re doomed to fight, 
since you exist as these Forces. 

Yet, if by accident, grace, bad luck or by whatever, there will be Surrender into these 
Two Sides of Life, the Heart Itself will be (much) Activated here on earth. It will Manifest in 
this world of form where usually ‘Anti-Life’ seems to rule. 

Life is anyway not a funfair from out of which you can just pick what you want. You 
are born with a certain constitution. To be touched (only) now and then can be your ‘way’. 
Total Surrender into who or how You Are (Born) seems to make more sense than wanting or 
trying to be someone or something else. But then again, this wanting and trying is an 
indissoluble part of the same hopeless life. 

 
What you(r ego) like(s) most is a ‘free touch’. You don’t have to ‘pay’ for it, that is: 

you don’t have to bleed for it any way, you do not have to feel any pain in order to be 
‘touched’ – for paying in a financial manner is okay for you, that’s not the problem. You stay 
safely in your own little world and in there you are touched, you stay in control: if it gets to 
be too much or uncomfortable you just go, any time the ego likes. This is something very 
different from surrendering the whole little safe world into ‘Touch’ Itself, into permanently 
being Touched, constantly being Vulnerable, into the Whole, into no defence against Touch. 
In this state of no defence there is only constant Touch left, no you, no defender. 

The ego likes to decide what kind of touch it gets on the menu. Open Touch is out of 
the question, it is uncontrollable. You might, indeed, get a full portion of a month long stuck-
ness or uncontrollable crying or a lot of shouting when you ordered a refined vibration in the 
heart or two tears of compassion, one out of each eye slowly coming down your cheeks. No, 
the Open Touch is Wild, it might give you all the pain you were never waiting for and always 
successfully managed to avoid. It will. In the Open Touch you’ll experience everything, the 
whole life. In True Life the ordering in the restaurant with a surprise for desert is over. Are 
you willing to be touched by the intimately hot flames of hell, by the iron of a closed heart 
that hasn’t taken a real breath in two millennia, by huge stinging pains in the heart at the 
moment something threatens to open there a bit, by being weakened to the bone from 
resistance you meet that can last weeks or even years, by a Body that incessantly hurts…? 
How humble does it get in the end? 

Touch is not far away, to say the least. It is beautiful if you can let yourself be 
Touched, whole-Bodily and whole-Heartedly Touched, by the Opposite Sex, by Something 
Other than you and yet the Same. If this form of Touch is Allowed Deeper and Deeper then 
there’ll be no ‘you’ left, only Love. And, to be honest, if it is about Being Taken into the 
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state-less State of Constant Touch, the Recognition of Being in Love – or actually Falling in 
Love – with (seemingly just one example of) the Opposite Sex might ‘work’ better for some 
people than being Fed Up that was mentioned earlier. But, no need to choose, Consciousness 
(being Fed Up) and (Falling in) Love can Work together well. 

 
In the end, everybody is constantly Touched. It cannot be otherwise. We can feel 

lonely or separate, but we Are never truly separate. The Constant Touch is already there. But 
do you want to acknowledge this, be aware of it, actually Feel it, this eternal Touch? Or do 
you, like my father, regard feeling as something troublesome you had better get rid of, for it 
seems to be and is, indeed, obstructing the free performance of the plans invented by the 
mind? Life is troublesome for the mind, indeed. It stands, nastily, in the way. 


